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•4 50g Skeins DGY Darn Good Fancy Twist Yarn

•US J/10 (6 mm) Crochet Hook (not included)

•Fur or Yarn Pom (not included)

•Stitch Markers (not included)

•Tapestry Needle and Scissors (not included)

•Finished Dimensions: 18” Circumference. 11” Long.
•This hat is worked vertically back and forth until desired length is achieved. 
Place both ends together and slip stitched closed. Cinch hat top closed.
•Stitch counts per row are shown in <brackets>.
 
•Gauge for 3x3” Swatch:
Swatch Row 1: Ch 10, Hdc in 2nd ch from hook and each ch down, ch 1 turn. 
<9>
Swatch Row 2: Hdc in Blo in each stitch across, ch 1 turn. <9>
Swatch Row 3-6: Repeat row 2. <9>

Row 1:  Ch 38, SC in 2nd ch from hook, and each ch along row. Ch 1 turn. <37 scs>
Row 2: SCBLO in same st and next 6 sts, HDC in next 24 sts, SCBLO in last 6 sts. Ch 1, turn. <37 sts>
Row 3:  SCBLO in same st and next 5 sts, HDC3rdLOOP in the next 24 sts, SCBLO in last 7 sts. Ch 1, turn. <37 sts>
Rows 4: SCBLO in the same st and the next 6 sts, HDC in next 24 sts, SCBLO in last 6 sts. Ch 1, turn. <37 sts>
Rows 5: SCBLO in same st and next 5 sts, *SC in 3rd loop, BS in next 3rd loop, SC in next 3rd loop, BS in next 3rd Loop,* repeat 
for 20 sts ending with a BS. SCBLO in last 7 sts, ch 1, turn. <37 sts> *Your bobbles will be on the side the HDC3rdLOOP that 
looks faux knit.*
 
Pattern continues next page

Materials

Pattern Notes

Abbreviations

Pattern

ST(S): Stitch(es)
SI ST: Slip Stitch

CH: Chain

SC: Single Crochet

YO: Yarn Over

SCBLO: Single Crochet Back Loop Only

HDC: Half Double Crochet

*-*: Repeat Pattern in Asterisks

HDC3rdLoop in Front Loop: When you work in rows, you turn your work so the back side of the previous row is facing you. For 

this stitch pattern the third loop will be facing you, this is the loop you will work in. All HDC have a 3rd loop below the top 2 loops. 

For Video Tutorial: https://youtu.be/eJSq337xF28

BS: Bobble Stitch: YO, insert the hook in the stitch, YO, draw the yarn through the stitch, YO, and draw the yarn through the first 2 

loops on the hook. In the same stitch, repeat the preceding step twice. You should have 4 loops on your hook. YO and draw the 

yarn through all 4 loops on the hook.
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Rows 6:  SCBLO in same st and next 6 sts, HDC in next 24 sts, SCBLO in last 6 sts. Ch 1, turn. <37 sts>
Rows 7: SCBLO in same st and next 5 sts, HDC3rdLOOP in next 24 sts, SCBLO in last 7. Ch 1, turn. <37 sts>
Rows 8:  SCBLO in same st and next 6 sts, HDC in next 24 sts, SCBLO in last 6 sts. Ch 1, turn. <37 sts>
Rows 9: SCBLO in same st and next 5 sts, *SC in 3rd loop, BS in next 3rd loop, SC in next 3rd loop, BS in next 3rd Loop,* 
repeat for 20 sts ending with a BS. SCBLO in last 7 sts. Ch 1, turn. <37 sts>
Rows 10:  Repeat Rows 6-9 until desired length is reached. End the last row with a BS row. At the end of your last row place 

both hat ends together and sl st  the entire length of the seam closed.<37 sts>

 
 Finishing: Fasten off, leaving a long tail. Use the tapestry needle to weave the tail in and out of every inch along the top of the 

hat.  Pull tight and cinch closed. Bind off, and weave in ends, If desired, add fur or yarn poms.

Pattern (CONT.)


